Construction Alert:

Banner Operations and U of A teams and Jefferson Park Neighbors: Beginning on January 15th, 2018 the ring road shown below between Cherry and Warren Avenues will be impacted for approximately 60 days for underground electrical and low voltage lines. The utility work begins at Staff Garage C and impacts the North ring road drive lane up to Warren Ave. Our work hours will be from 8:00AM to 4:00PM daily to avoid shift changes and typical after 4:00PM exiting traffic. One lane of traffic with flagmen regulating traffic in both directions will be our standard mode of operation with normal two way traffic resuming after each day of work. Please encourage staff to ingress and egress from C garage south to Speedway during our construction work hours. Additionally I will notify our neighbors for access from the ring road to their garages. Thanks for your continue support of our construction activities.

Emergency phone numbers:

Construction Hotline: 520-268-9575
Mark Ostrand: 480-797-4969